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Sea Beam bathymehicdata, closely spaced singl~annelseismicreflectionsections, andgeopotential 
field data were collected aboard the R/VJ Chmcllt over thecollision zonebetween theNorth d'Entrecasteaux 
Ridge (NDR) and the New Hebrides island arc. The NDR trends east at a small angle (149 to the plate 
convergence direction so that the ridge creeps northward along the trench at about 2.5 an/yr, requiring 
a continual structural adjustment of the accretionary complex. In this report we study the shallow 
structure, tectonic erosion, and consequent mass wasting of the accretionary complex, all of which were 
producedby thecollision of theNDRin acomplex deformationalenvironment.Theaccrretionary complex 
in this collision zone can be divided into northern, central, and southem parts. The northern part of the 
collision zone, which lies north of the leading flank of the ridge, shows a lobate lower accretionary 
complex that is structured by east to southeast dipping thrust and reverse faults and NWW trending 
strikdipfadts; a middle accretionarycomplexthat bdgesseaward and appears toberotated45"Efrom 
the regional arc trend; and an upper accretionary complex that is shaped by slump; and a canyon 
network. The central part of the collision zone, which directly overlies the crest of the ridge, forms a broad 
shallowprotrusion that is boundedon its northern andsouthem sides by steepscarps. Rods forming this 
protrusion have been uplifted, possibly by as much as 1500.2500 m, and tilted to the north, causing 
northward blockslidingalongan extensionaldetachmentsurface.Thesouthernpartof thecollision zone, 
which lies in the wake of the ridge, is deformed by large slumps and normal faults that trend parallel to 
the ridge axis. Rocks forming this southern part collapse, causing widespread mas  wasting. These 
geophysical data indicate that nomal trench convergence has apparently produced only a few trench- 
parallel structures confined to the toe of the accretionary complex, whereas the along-trench motion of 
me IYUK nas resutea III weu-aeveiopea sc~ctures  mat extena oouqueiy a c r m  me arc srupe ana ~ u r m  
anasymmetric tectonicpattern.Thearea of theaccretionarycomplex thatisdisturbed by collision appears 
to be about twice as wide as the width of the NDR, and the time required to heal the disturbance may be 
about 0.8 m.y. 
INIRODUCIION Fiji basin on the east (Rgure 1). The d'Entrecasteaux zone, 
which is carried by the Australia-India plate, is a curvilinear 
A general model of arc-seamounticollision has arisen from submarinechain that extendsf" thenorthernNewCaledonia 
the study of several seamounts at different stages of subduc- ridge to the central New Hebrides arc (Rgure 1). Close to the 
tionalong theJapan trench ~LaIlemandandLePichon,1987J,This New Hebrides trench, thed'Entrecasteauxzonecomprises the 
model predicts that when a seamount enters the subduction high relief (2-4 km), east trending North d'Entrecasteaux ridge 
zone,compressive thickening developsat the toeofthe margin (NDR)andSouthd'Entrecasteauxchain(SDC) (Figurei). Both 
and is followed by extension and erosion of the margin when features clog the trench and deform the forearc, and they may 
the trailing flank of the seamount is subducted. von Huene and have been subducted since about 2 Ma [Pascal et al., 1978; 
LalZemand [1990] emphasize the important role played by the Cantey and MacfarLme, 1982; Daniel and Katz, 1981; Collot et d., 
subduction ofpositive oceanicfeatures on the tectonicerosion 1985, F ish  et al., 19861 (Figure 1). The convergence rate be- 
of convergent margins. However, the tectonic processes and tween the Australia-India and Pacific plates is about 10 cm/yr 
erosional mechanisms that accompany the oblique subduc- [Minster andlordan, 19781 to the east (N76"E f 11") [Isacks et al., 
tion of a ridge have been poorly documented. An exception is 19811. The east trending DEZ is slightly oblique ( 14") to the 
the Louisville ridge that sweeps southward along the Tonga estimated direction of plate convergence, so that the DEZ 
trench and enhances the rate of erosion of the Tongan margin creeps slowly northward parallel to the trench at an average 
[PellefierandDupont, 1990; Ballanceet al., 19891. In thisstudy we rate of about 2.5 cm/yr. 
investigate the structural accommodation of an accretionary In October 1985, leg 1 of the SEAPSO cruise was jointly 
complex in response to the slightly oblique subduction of the conducted aboard the French R/V J. Charcot by the Institut 
d'Entrecasteaux zone (DEZ) beneath the New Hebrides island Français de Recherche Scientifique pour le Développement en 
arc. Coopération (ORSTOM) and the Institut Français de  Recher- 
In the southwest Pacific Ocean, the New Hebrides trench che pour l'Exploitation de la Mer ( I F M E R ) .  During this 
marks the plate boundary dong which the Australia-India cruise, Sea Beam bathymetric data;. .single-channel 
plate on the west underthrusts the Pacific plate and the North seismicreflwtionprofilesand geopotential datawerecollected 
over the collision zone between the d'Entrec'asteaux zone and 
the New Hebrides arc [Daniel el al., 19861. These critical Sea 
Beam bathvmetric data as well as multichannel seismic re- Copyright 1991 by the American Geophysical Union. 
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Fig. 1. Location of the study area within the central New Hebrides island arc. Barbed line shows the trace of 
the interplate decollement, barbs show downdip direction. NDR is North d'Entrecasteaux ridge, SDC is 
South d'Entrecasteaux chain. Large arrows show the relative motion between the Australia-India and the 
North Fiji basin plates. Bathymetric contour interval is 1 km. 
States form the basis for two complementary studies that issue] deals with the deep structure of this collision zone and 
concern the collision zones. the geology of the NDR. . 
This study focuses on the morphology, shallow structure, Previous work has shown that the NDR underthrusts the 
and erosion of the accretionary complex that were produced arcslopeand deforms theplateboundary. From multichannel 
by the NDR collision. The companion study [Fisher ef al., this seismic reflection data, Fisher et al., [1986] show that the NDR 
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extends at least 15 km arcward from the trench, below the 
accretionary complex, and that this collisiondoes not generate 
large anticlines under the arc slope. Furthermore, new geo- 
physical data reported here provide a more three-dimensional 
view of the shallow structure than do data presented in earlier 
reports. In particular, seismic reflection and Sea Beam bathy- 
metric data reveal that, in addition to shortening of the accre- 
tionary complex normal to the trench, the dominant deforma- 
tion caused by the subduction of the NDR includes vigorous 
uplift of the accretionary complex and strong lateral tectonic 
movements. These lateral movements produce trenchward 
bulging of the arc slope [Collot et al. ,19851, strike-slip faulting, 
extensive normal faulting that is transverse to the arc slope, 
and an intense mass wasting of accreted rocks. 
h T E T E C l E N C  OFlHE WEMRECASIEAUX %NE 
The d'Entrecasteaux zone consists of morphologicallydis- 
tinct western and eastern parts. Close to New Caledonia, the 
western DEZ encompasses an arcuate elongated graben that is 
flanked by subparallel horsts, whereas the eastern DEZ wid- 
ens to the east and includes the North d'Entrecasteaux ridge 
(NDR) and the South d'Entrecasteaux chain ( S W  (Figure 1). 
Dredging indicates that the lithology of the western horsts 
and of the NDR differ from that of SDC. Latest Paleocene to 
early Oligocene mid-oceanic ridge basalt were dredged from 
along the horsts and the NDR [Maillet et al., 19831, whereas 
dredging of the Bougainville seamount, one of the peaks of the 
SDC, recovered island arc basalt and andesite as well as 
middle Eocene to middle Oligocene sedimentary rock. 
TheNorth Loyaltyand the West Torres basins, under water 
4500-5000 m deep, lie astride the DEZ (Figurel). Magnetic 
anomalies [ Weisselef al., 19831 and drillingat Deep Sea Drilling 
Project (DSDP) site 286 [Andrews et al., 19751 suggest that the 
North Loyalty basin was an active marginal basin during the 
late Paleocene to the late Eocene. The age of the West Torres 
basin is unknown; however, seismic refraction velocities 
[Pontoise and Tiffin, 19861, basement morphology, and sedi- 
ment characteristics [Bumet al., 19881 all suggest that thecrusts 
of the North Loyalty and the West Torres basins had different 
origins and that, therefore, the DEZ may be a fossil plate 
boundary. 
Several interpretations have been proposed for the plate 
tectonic setting of the DEZ. Initially called the d'Entrecasteaux 
FractureZonebyMullick[1973] and Luyendickef al., [1974], the 
DEZ was later interpreted by Muillet et al. [1983] as the north- 
em termination of the Eocene subdudion/obduction zone 
that is exposed on New Caledonia. Maillet et al., [1983] pro- 
posed that the present morphology of the DEZ resulted from 
middle Miocene crustal extension. However, during the Eo- 
cene, while the North Loyalty basin was active, the eastern 
DEZ may have been the site of a south dipping subduction 
zone [Bume et al., 19881. The trench-like morphology of the 
basement of the West Santo basin and island-arc affinities of 
rocks dredged at the Bougainville seamount as well as the 
Eocene andesite recovered at DSDP site 286 support this 
interpretation. 
The classical arc-trench system developed in the northern 
and southern parts of the New Hebrides island arc changes 
greatly in the central part of the arc, where a deep trench is 
absent [Karig and Mummerick, 19711, where three north 
trending chains of islands emerge abruptly and replace the 
single chain present elsewhere, and where the thick sedimen- 
tary accumulation within the Aobabasin underlies water 3000 
m deep [ Luyendycket al., 1974;Katz, 1988;Fisheret al., 1988; Greene 
and Johnson, 19881 (Figurel). Onshore geology suggests that 
the volcanic foundation of the New Hebrides arc originated 
during the late Oligocene(?) and early Miocene along a sub- 
duction zone that may have faced east and is now represented 
by the fossil Vitiaz trench [Carney andMucf@rlane, 19821. Strong 
volcanism, which ceased by the end of the middle Miocene, 
gave rise to the western island chain that includes Espiritu 
Santo and Malekula Islands. No rocks from the accretionary 
wedge are exposed on Espiritu Santo Island. Instead, exposed 
tuffs, pillow lava and volcanidastic deposits [Robinson, 1969; 
Mullick and Grmbnum, 19771 indicate late Oligocene to early 
Miocene arc volcanism (Figure 2). During the pre-Miocene 
phase of subduction, the volcanic centers of the western chain 
probably shed material westward from the islands into what 
was then a back arc region. These rocks may form part of the 
basement of the present trenchward slope west of Espiritu 
Santo and Malekula Islands. 
During late Miocene time, at the inception of spreading in 
theNorth Rji Basin[Makrhofftal.,1982l,thevolcanicaxis shifted 
from the western to the eastern chain that is formed by Pente- 
cost and Maewo Islands (Figure l).This shift, which may have 
been caused by a flip of the subduction polarity from east to 
west facing [Chase, 1971; Falwy ,  19751, correlates in time with 
uplift and erosion of Espiritu Santo Island. Evidence for ero- 
sion is revealed by river valleys that developed in early Mio- 
cene rocks and were filled with late Miocene hemipelagic 
sediments [Carney d al, 19851. We infer that some of the ero- 
sional debris now underlies the present trench slope west of 
Espiritu Santo Island. Because the west facing subduction 
zone probably began during the late Miocene, the present 
accretionary complex could have begun to form by the end of 
the Miocene. 
By the early Pliocene, the eastern volcanic chain became 
inactive and was replaced during the late Pliocene by the 
present volcanic arc. The forearc area was uplifted during the 
late Pliocene [Mallick and Greenbaum, 1977; Carney and 
Macfarlane, 19801, and uplift accelerated to peak intensity 
during the Holocene along the westem and eastern chains 
[MifcheNand Wurden, 19711. Evidence for the beginning of this 
uplift is provided on Espiritu Santo Island by a change from 
hemipelagic deposits to Quaternary fluvial and neritic depos- 
its [Cantey et nl.,1985]. Furthermore, during the Holocene reef 
terraces on both Malekula and Espiritu Santo Islands were 
rapidly uplifted (3.6-6 mm/yr) and tilted eastward [Taylor et 
al., 1980,1985,1987; Jouannic ef al., 19801. This phase of uplift 
has been interpreted to be a consequence of the onset of the 
DEZ collision. Such uplift suggests that at least since the late 
Pliocene, these islands could have been a mapr  source of 
sediment for the present accretionary complex. 
c 
L .  
sas" N E ~ R  ARC/DEZ C&KI~N 
Although on a regional scale the geometryof the Benioff 
zone beneath the New Hebrides arc dips unifo'mly at about 
70" east, severalauthors [Pascaletal.,1978;ChungandKanamori, 
1978, lsacks et al., 1981;Malrhelot et al., 1985; Lou t  et ul., 19881 
correlateunusual features of the seismicity in the central New 
Hebrides arc with the subduction of the DEZ. Among these 
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features are a boundary between the aftershock zonesof the less intense seismicity near the DEZ than elsewhere a.mg i..e 
major 1965 and 1974 shallow earthquakes, which closely cor- arc [Habemnn, 19841, a remarkable gap in the intermediate- 
responds not only with the eastward projection of the N D R  depth seismicity between 100 and 200 h i s  shown to lie close 
[Zsndcs ef nl., 19811 but also with a tilt discontinuity in Quater- along the extrapolated location of the subducted part of the 
nary reef terraces ITnyZor al., 19801. In addition to a generally ' DEZ [Mnrfhelof et nl., 19851. 
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Fig. 2. Simplified geologic map of Espiritu nto Island and ship tracks of the SEAPSO cruise leg 1 within 
the surveyed area. None of the exposed an accretionary wedge. Bathymetric contour interval 
is 1 h., 
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Fig.3. Generalized SeaBeambathymetricmapofthecollisionzonebetween theNorth d'EntrecafsteauxRidge 
and the New Hebrides island arc. Contours interval is 50 m. The area covered is shown in Figure l. +lid dots 
indicate the northemboundqof thecollision zone. Heavy lines refer to seismicsections shownin thisreport, 
and dashed boxes outline detailed Sea Beam maps. 
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GEOPHYSICAL DATA (Figure 2). During the SEAPSO cruise, the ship's position was 
determined by a Transit satellite navigation system that was 
Detailed geophysical surveys of the collision zone between augmented for 8 hours each day by more accurate positions 
the NDR and the New Hebrides arc cover about 3600 km2 obtained from Global Positioning System (GE) satellite data. 
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Additional Sea Beam data collected during the MULTIPSO 
cruiseoftheR.V.].Charcof (May,1987) wereincorporated into 
the S E A M  data set. Areal coverage by Sea Beam data varies 
from 35% in shallow water areas to 100% in deepwater areas. 
IFREMER used Regina software to reprocess these Sea Beam 
data after the cruises and to produce a smoothed and inter- 
polated Sea Beam bathymetric map (Figure 3). 
During the SEAPSO cruise, single-channel seismic data 
werecollected usingtwo waterguns that had a totalvolumeof 
2.8 Land were fired every 10 s. After the,cruise, some seismic 
section& were pro&$ t$xmvert time to depth, usingregional 
velocity relationships that were obtained from interval ve- 
locities measured from seismicrefractionexperiments [Pontoise 
and TiJF'n,1986] and from multichannel seismic reflection data. 
Magnetic data were collected using a proton-precession 
magnetometer. Residual magnetic anomalies were calculated 
using the 1980 International Geomagnetic Reference Field 
(IGRF1980) updatedto1985.ABodenseeKSS30gravitymeter 
measured the gravity field; Eotvos corrections were made in 
real time, and then gravity data were reduced to free-air 
anomalies after corrections were calculated from the 1971 
Intemational Gravity Standardization Network (IGSN). All 
thesedata werereprocessed at IFREMERafterfinal navigation 
was obtained. 
Subduction of aseismic ridges may produce complex tec- 
tonic pattemsand sedimentaryand erosional features in forearc 
rocks, depending on the size, orientation, and physical prop- 
erties of both the ridge and the arc margin. In the NDR- New 
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Hebrides collision zone, because of the small obliquity of the 
ridge relative to the direction of plate motion, the ridge moves 
northward along the arc, requiring a continual adjustment of 
the accretionary complex. This adjustment occurs in a complex 
three-dimensional environment and involves shortening due 
to normal trench convergence as well as lateral deformation 
related to the along-trench motion of the NDR. Conceptually, 
the lateral deformation occurs in three stages which we call 
shortening, uplift, and collapse (Figure 4). North of the ridge, 
this adjustment involves primarily shortening along thrust 
fault s. Over the subducted part of the ridge, further adjustment 
of slope rocks involves mainly uplift and local collapse by 
slumping. South of the ridge, slope rocks collapse when they 
lose support as the ridge moves northward. This conceptual 
model, together with Sea Beam and single-channel seismic 
data, indicates that thecollision zone consists of distinct north- 
ern, central and southem parts (Figure 5). In the next sections, 
we will first summarize the main geologic structures of the 
downgoing plate, and then we will describe, from north to 
south, the morphology and rock structure of the three parts of 
the collision zone. 
Geolow of the Oceanic Plate 
On the oceanic plate, the NDR is a high-standing (2-4 km) 
feature that is 40 km wide and separates the deep West Santo 
Basin (WSB) from the Central d'Entrecasteaux Basin (CDB) 
(Figures 3 and 6) .  
The North d'Entrecasteaux ridge (NDR) . The north flank of 
the NDR consists of gentle lower and steep upper slopes. The 
ridge crest decreases in relief and width close to the tectonic 
Undercritical Topography 
Northern Part ----.t 4 - - - - - - - 
not yet (Shortening) 
\ affected Slumps 
I Overcritical Topography 
+ - - - - - - - - Central Par! - - - - - - f +-Southern Part'--t 
(Uplift) (Collapse) 
Fig.4. Conceptualmodelofanaccretionarycomplexin a collision zonebetween a ridgesubductingobliquely 
and an island arc. The inset shows that this section is parallel to the trench, over the subducted part of the 
ridge. The section shows that theaccreted rocks accommodate the lateral component of the ridge subduction 
by passing progressively through three stages of deformation identified from left to right as shortening, 
uplift, and collapse. The northern, central and southem parts of the collision zone are shown. In this 
conceptual model, the northern part is dominated by thrust and reverse faulting, and both the central and 
southern parts are structured by normal faulting and slumps. 
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Fig. 5. The northern, central, and southern parts of the 
collision zone between the NDR and the New Hebrides island 
arc based on their morphologic and structural characteristics. 
front and includes locally flat shoulders under water 3100 m 
deep.Thesouthflankislocallysteep(Figures3and 7). Numer- 
ous slumps cluster along the toe of the northern flank of the 
NDR, as suggested by the many flat topped seafloor bumps 
that are 100-300 m high and 3 km wide and are convex 
downslope (Figure 3). Support for this interpretation comes 
from seismic line 1113 Figure 8, top), which shows that rocks 
from below the bumps return short reflections that occur 
above a continuous horizon. 
Geologic and geophysical data show the structure of the 
NDR. A seismic refraction experiment indicates that the N D R  
has a high-velocity basement (5.9.5-6.0 km/s) that is overlain 
by about 2 km of rocks with velocity of 4.0 km/s [Pontoise and 
Tifin, 19861. Rocks were dredged from the basement and 
overlaying blanket of the ridge west of longitude 166"E. These 
dredge hauls recovered tuff and mid-oceanic ridge basalt 
(MORBI of early Eocene age [Maillet et al., 19831. Single- 
channel (Figure 7) and multichannel seismic reflection data 
[Fisher d al., this issue] show that rocks forming the ridge 
return numerous discontinuous reflections, indicating that 
the upper part of the ridge includes layered rocks. 
The magnetic anomaly map (Figure 9, top) shows that an 
east trending magnetic low, 180 nTin amplitude, is associated 
with the ridge and extends arcward across the accretionary 
complex. These magnetic data probably reveal the eastward 
extension of the NDR beneath the accretionary complex. 
A simple magnetic model oriented north-south across the 
N D R  was calculated using a two-dimensional modeling prc- 
gram [Saltus and Blakely, 19831. This model indicates a mag- 
netic body that thickens and extends from the WSB to below 
the northern shoulder of the NDR (Figure 9, bottom). Because 
no magnetic susceptibility are available from the NDR, we 
. I  
Wousi Bank 
We 
O 10 km d 'Ent recas teaux  
B a  s'in .: 
Fig. 6. Mesh diagram of the Sea Beam bathymetry of the collision zone between the NDR and the,New 
Hebrides island arc. This diagram emphasizes the various morphologic patterns encountered from north to 
south along the arc slope: a smooth morphology in the part not yet affected by the NDR collision; a strongly 
oriented pattern in the northern part of thecollision zone; a broad shallow protrusion (Wousi Bank) bounded 
by steep scarps in the central part of the collision zone; and a characteristic stepped-morphology in the 
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used the lithology of dredged rocks and seismic refraction 
results to estimate the contrast in magnetic susceptibility 
between different magnetic bodies. From the recovered basalt 
[Mailk et al., 19831 and the interpreted oceanic crust of the 
WSB [Pontoiseand Tifin, 19861 we infer that magnetic bodies of 
the ridge are higher in magnetization by 0.001-0.0025 than are 
poorly magnetic rocks of its basement. The absence of data 
from which to determine the relative strengths of induced and 
remanant magnetization for rocks of the NDRled us to assume 
that magnetic anomalies result wholly from induced magne- 
tization.Thepurposeofthemagneticmode1 (Figure9, bottom) 
is to present one possible structure that accounts for the 
observed, ridgeparallel magnetic low. On the basis of gravity 
modelling and the similar seismic refraction velocities (6.0 
h / s )  measured in the basement rocks of the NDR and the 
WSB, Collot and Fisher 119881 proposed that the NDR might 
overlie an extension to the south of the oceanic crust that floors 
the WSB. The magnetic model shown here is consistent with 
this hypothesis. 
The West Santo Busin (WSB). The WSB has a generally flat, 
smooth sea bottom (Figure 3) although on the basis of seafloor 
morphology, fans evidently issue from the NE and SE corners 
of this basin (Plate 1). In east-west cross section, both the 
basement and thefillofthe West SantoBasindipeastward and 
are unconformably overlain by a maximum of 500 m of 
subhorizontal trench fill turbidites [ B u m  et a1.,1988]. From 
north to south, seismic data (Figure 7) indicate that the West 
Santo Basin contains a maximum of 1.5 km of flat-lying rocks 
that lie on two seismically distinguishable types of basement 
(Figure 8, top). The northem basement retums strong south 
dipping reflections from as deep as 1.6 km beneath the sea- 
floor. On the basis of refraction velocities (4.04-5.23 km/s 
[PontoiseundTiffin, 19861),rocksof this basement maybeeither 
basalt or highly indurated sedimentary rocks. The top of the 
southern basement of the basin slopes northward and bounds 
a wedge of rocks that overlies the deepest part of the northern 
basement (Figure 7). 
The Centrul d'Entrecasteaux Busin (CDB). The sea bottom of 
the CDB slopes gently arcward and is flat along the trench. 
Seismic data show the structure of the CDB and indicate that 
it contains about 1.5 km of well-bedded deposits. Multichan- 
nelseismicreflection profiie102ofFishereful. [thisissue] shows 
that bothbasement and sediment of theCDBdip eastward and 
areunconformablyoverlain by a maximum of 400 m of trench 
fill deposits. North trending single-channel seismic profile 
1113 (Figure8) across theCDB indicatesa gentlysouth dipping 
discordance that separates the young trench fill deposits from 
a wedge of rocks resting against the NDR. 
Close to the tectonic front, a €4)-m-high closed morphologic 
feature shown in the detailed Sea Beam map (Plate 2) may be 
evidence for a mud volcano. Seismic line 1107 which cuts 
across this high shows that horizontal reflections are inter- 
rupted below the presumed mud volcano whereas they are 
continuous below the slumps of the tectonic front that are 
visible near the south end of the section (Figure 10). 
Geology of the Accretionury Wedge 
Within the Collision Zone 
The Northern Part of the Collision Zone.. The north boundary 
of the collision zone lies along a discontinuity in sea bottom 
morphology (Figures 3 and 6) .  North of this boundary, Sea 
k m  bathymetric data show that the arc slope is smooth 
except for local areas of rough topography and a slope break 
near 3800 m (Figure 11). Below this break (3800-5400 m) the 
slope dips about 6", whereas above the break(1800-3800 m) it 
dips between 10" and 13". 
North of the collision zone, the structure of the accretion- 
ary complex is shown on multichannel seismic line 1024 
(Figure 11). This seismic section shows a band of high-ampli- 
tude reflections that correlates with the subducting oceanic 
strata. Although rocks that overlie the subducting strata are 
poorly reflective, a few discontinuous, faint reflections dip 
consistently trenchward. Some arcward dipping events that 
terminate downdip against the subducting oceanic strata are 
interpreted as thrust faults. These faults indicate that the 
interplate thrust fault lies along the oceanic strata. 
The northern part of the collision zone exhibits a strong 
morphological p i n  that is characterized by lineaments that 
include numerous small-relief (50-200 m in height and 500- . 
3ooo m in width) ridges, canyons, and valleys that are consis- 
tently oriented obliquely (N60"W) to the slope and define an 
important morphologic trend. This grain is evident in the 
mesh diagram of Sea Beam data (Figure 6) .  
We recognize three slope areas that are bounded by major 
transverse breaks in slope. Sea Beam data indicate that the 
break in slope that lies north of the collision zone, near 3800 m, 
extends southward into the collision zone. This slope break 
together with a less well defined one located near 3000 m 
separate an undulating, gently dipping (4'4") lower slope, a 
more steeply dipping (8"-12") midslope, and a irregularly 
dipping (4'4") upper slope (Figure 5). 
The gently dipping lower slope is formed by three lobes 
that protrude toward the trenchaxis(Ilatel).The lobes consist 
of smooth ridges separated by low-relief valleys that do not 
parallel the overall N20"W strike of the arc, but instead the 
valleys trend obliquely (N40"W to N115"W) across the arc 
slope (Figure 12). 
Somemorphologiclineaments that trend obliquely(N6O"W) 
across the arc slope can be traceh trenchward along valleys to 
cusps in the tectonic front, where this front shows east-west 
relative offset (Figure 3). For example, the southern lobe (Plate 
1) is sharply offset southeastward along a straight lineament 
by about 4 km with respect to the central lobe. This offset 
suggests that an apparent left-lateral strike-slip movement 
(Figure 12) occurred along theboundary between these lobes. 
Fig. 7. Fence diagram showing the shallow structure of the NDR-New Hebrides collision zone f k m  depth- 
converted seismic data. The grey shade indicates rocks of the North d'Entrecasteaux ridge as they enter the 
subduction zone. The barbed line indicates the trace of the interplate decollement. The inset in the upper left 
corner shows the location of seismic lines used in the diagram and the azimuth of view (N240P W). Heavy 
numbers refer to SEAPSO single-channel seismic lines and VU 102 is a U.S. Geological Survey multichannel 
seismic line. This line was projected onto the southern edge of the diagram. 
' 
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r Central d'Entrecasteaux Basin 
Fig. 8. Singlechannel seismic data and line drawing for section 1113 across the North d'Entrecasteaux Ridge 
and adjacent West Santo and Central d'Entrecasteaux basins. Location is shown in Figure 3. 
Plate3. Detailed Sea Beam bathymetric map showing thc fine-grained structure of the uppcr slope in the northern 
andcentral partsof thecol1isionzone.A drainage nctworkis formed by a major arcuatecanyon and numerouseast 
trending canyons. The N60QW trending steep scarp north of thc Wousi Bank scparatcs the northern and central 
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Fig. 9. (Top) magnetic anomalies over the collision zone between the NDR and the New Hebrides island arc. 
Magnetic contour interval is 20 nT. The negative magnetic anomaly associated with the ridge extends 
landward beneath the accretionary complex. Barbed line shows the trace of the interplate decollement, and 
dashed lines show the major faults. Crosses show the ridge crest location. (Bottom) Twodimension magnetic 
model across the NDR; a constant 70-nT regional value was removed from the calculated anomaly to match 
¿he average level of the observed magnetic data; J is magnetization in gauss. 
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Although lineamentsareevident primarily in morphologic 
data, single-channel seismic reflection profiles show that some 
of themliealongthe surface tracesof thrust faults that crosscut 
theaccretionarywedge.Seismicpmfile1107(Figure13) shows 
that strata within thelower accretionarycomplexretum flat or 
curved, discontinuous events that can be injerpreted as dis- 
rupted and folded rock layers. These deforined layers are 
locally interrupted by reflectors with an apparent south dip. 
We interpret these dipping reflectors as thrust faults, some of 
whichcanbe tracedupward to thelineaments that wedescribe 
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above (Figure 12). Close to the tectonic front, the surface trace 
of some thrust faults appears to be parallel to the trench. 
Crossing seismic lines suggest that in the lower accretionary 
complex, most of the thrust faults dip south to southeast, but 
some of them dip east. Several steep, south dipping reverse 
faults are clearly imaged in migrated multichannel seismic 
reflection line 106 [Fisher et al., this issue] (Figure 12). These 
reverse faults closely coincide in location with the N60"W 
trending strikeslip lineament between the central and south- 
em lobes. 
O 3 k m  S i-t Line 1107 
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Fig. 10. Part of singlwhannel l i e  1107 across the Central In addition to faults and folds, the lower slope is deformed 
d'Entrecasteaux Basin showing a possible mud volcano also by mass wasting. Across the lower slope, Sea Beam data 
depicted as a 60 m closed high in figure 15. Location is shown indicate lobate bodies that are 0.5-5 km wide and elongate 
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Fig. Il. Multichand e s m i c  section MULTIPSO 1024 and colrrcsponding depth converted section showing the 
structure of the accretionary complex north of the collision zone. Location is shown in Figure 3. 
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Fig. 12. Tectonic interpretation of the collision zone bctwccn the N D R  and the New Hcbrides island arc, bascd 
on morphologic and seismic reflection data. 
(Figure 141, which cuts perpendicularly through one of these intervening sharp ridges that define a drainage network. This 
bodies, shows what appears to be a lens of rock that returns networkconverges to a major, arcuate canyon that follows the 
faint, disorganized reflections. A few reflections can be traced widespread N60"W tectonic trend and forms the most inte- 
below the rock lens suggesting either an unconformity or a grated sediment system that feeds thearcslope of thenorthern 
detachment surface. Other seismic lines, llOS,1101 and 1099 part of the collision zone (Figure 12). 
(Figure 7) also indicate the presence of rock lenses. Hence West of a small ridge (Plate 31, the upper slope exhibits 
slumps or debris flows may form at least theshallow part ofthe small flat areas, numerous small lobate bodies, and elongated 
lower accretionary complex (Figure 12). highs that are 50-100 m in amplitude and small canyons. 
In contrast to the gentle dip of the lower slope, the steeper Multichannel seismic section 105 (Figure 15) shows the struc- 
midslope of the northem part of the collision zone bulges tureof the rocksbeneath this upper slope.Thissection indicates 
seaward and diverges by 45" eastward from the regional arc that at least half of the thickness of the accretionary complex 
trend. This divergence indicates that the midslope was ap- consists of rocks returning short overlapping reflections that 
parently rotated clockwise by about 45" relative to its trend dip and shift consistently northwestward [ F i s k  et al., this 
(N20"W) northofthecollisionzone(Figure12).Sucharotation issue]. Such a structure strongly suggests that slump debris 
would involve left-lateral displacement between the northern accumulated to form a large part of the accretionary complex 
ment is consistent with the apparent left-lateral offset along The centrd part of fke collision zone: A strongly uplifted area. 
the suggested N6O"W trending strikeslip fault that separates The major feature of slope morphology in the central part of 
thecentraland southernlobes. Alternatively, the45"divergence thecollision zoneis thebroad protrusion that cÙts transversely 
of the midslope from the regidnal arc trend could result from across the slope and culminates in the Wousi Bank, which 
a local northward tilt of the accretionary complex. reaches almost to sea level (Figures 3 and 6).This protrusion is 
The morphology of the upper slope above 2000 m (Plate 3) bounded on both north and south by relatively steep scarps 
includes numerous deeply incised, submarine canyons and that are as high as 500-800 m and dip 30"-40". The scarp that 
1 
and central parts of the collision zone. This sense of displace- below the upper slope. * : e .  
r 
Morphotectonic trend I 0 10 km I 
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Fig.13. Singlechannel seismic data and line drawing for section 1107 that cuts across the lower accretionary 
complex parallel to the trench. Location is shown in Figure 3. (Top) Enlargement of the seismic data revealing the 
flat shoulder of the ridge beneath the accretionary complex; (Bottom) part of the seismic section showing thrust 
faults and small folds that form the lobes of the wedge toe. 
separates the northern and central parts of the collision zone 
trends N6O"W and appears to extend ,along a major tectonic 
lineament to a cusp in the tectonic front that indicates left- 
lateral offset (Rgure 12). This linear extension indicates that 
the scarp may have a tectonic origin rather than an erosional 
origin. The zone of scarps that separates the central and 
southern parts of thecollision zone trends west, parallel to the 
NDRandconnects westward toaminormspin thedeformation 
front. 
The tectonic front of the central part of the collision zone 
has a lobate morphology that shows a few sinuous trench- 
parallel lineaments and two remarkable scarps. One scarp 
forms the western side of the southern lobe (Plate 11, and the 
other one forms the northern edge of a flat terrace located near 
2750 m (15"14'S, 166O2OE in Fígúre 3). These two scarps dip 
25"-30" and have reliefs of between 400 and 600 m. They lie 
above cusps of the tectonic front that suggest left-lateral offset 
(Figure 12). Both the scarps and the offsets of the tectonic front 
" I 
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Fig. 14. Part of single-channel line 1103 across the lower 
accretionary complex in the northern part of the collision zone 
showing a possible slump. Location is shown in Figure 3. 
coincide in location with major breaks in slope at the toe and 
midslope of the north flank of the NDR. The coincidence 
between frontal scarps and lateral offsets of the tectonic front 
and breaks in the slope of the NDR indicates that the ridge 
shape controls the formation of these scarps as well as the 
development of thesuggested left-lateral strikeslip faults that 
transect the accretionary complex. 
Singlechannel seismicline 1107 (Figure 13, top) shows the 
structure of the lower accretionary complex above the sub- 
ducted part of the ridge. On this north-south cross section, a 
band of high-amplitude reflections extends northward from 
the unsubducted part of the ridge and indicates the top of the 
NDR beneath theaccretionary complex. Reflections from within 
the accretionary complex above the ridge are discontinuous 
but no thrust faults within this part of the accretionary com- 
plex are evident from our data (Figure 13, top). However, 
multichannel seismic data suggest that the high-amplitude 
reflections from the top of the ridge is the decollement [F i sk  
et al., this issue]. 
Beneath the upper slope of the central part of the collision 
zone, Sea Beam and seismic data show that local collapse 
occurs along a detachment surface. Sea Beam data indicate 
that the northwest slope Òf the Wousi Bank is stepped along 
small, flat terraces separated by short scarps that trend from 
N60"W to N120"W (Plate3 and Figure 14). Sea Beam data also 
show that thesescarps aregouged by numerous small canyons 
that trend northwest.Single-channe1 seismic section 1123 (Fig- 
ure 16) shows the structure of the central part of the collision 
zone. Although diffraction tails generated by the rough sea- 
floor complicate the seismic image, line 1123 shows an almost 
continuous northdipping reflection that lies about 300 m 
below the seabottom. Short subhorizontal events returned by 
the shallow rocks are offset by normal faults that terminate 
downdip against the mapr north dipping reflection. From 
these data, we interpret the north dipping horizon as an 
extensional detachment surface along which overlaying sedi- 
ment failed by slumping. Other singk-channel seismic sec- 
tions (Figure 7) support this idea of local collapse, which 
indicatesa highlyunstable northwest flank of the Wousi Bank. 
The Southern Part ofthe Collision Zone: An Area of Collapse. In 
the southern part of the collision zone, the upper slope of the 
arc exhibits an uneven morphology that contrasts with the 
lower slope, below 3ooo m, which has a smooth morphology 
but an irregular tectonic front (Plate 2). 
The upper arc slope that forms the south flank of the Wousi 
Bank is offset vertically by mapr scarps as high as 800 m that 
trend west,parallelto theNDR.Thesescarpslocallybound flat 
terraces. Single-channel seismic reflectión profile 1125 (Figure 
17) shows that a thin, nearly horizontal sediment layer covers 
the terraces. Rocks below this layer return groups of faint, 
discontinuous reflections, indicating that strata beneath the 
arc slope are disrupted. Although fault planes are not clearly 
imaged in our single-channel seismic data, the morphology of 
the scarps and their location in the wake of the NDR suggest 
that the thin sedimentary blanket covers blocks that are 
downdropped along normal faults (Figure 17, bottom). 
The upper arc slope is also marked by morphologic linea- 
ments thatareoblique(N4S0E-N60"E) tothearc slope(Figurel2) 
and do not show clear evidence for strike-slip motion. How- 
ever, these lineaments appear in plan view to be conjugate to 
the N60"W trending lineaments of the possible strike-slip 
faults evident in the northern part of the collision zone. 
Other irregularities of the upperarc slope include a canyon 
network that parallels the N60"E trendinglineament as well as 
seafloor swells that bulge westward. The most prominent 
swell is located at 166"30'E, 15"33'S in Plate 2 and is 400-600 m 
high and 4 km wide. This swell can be correlated in position 
with steepsided topographic reentrants located just upslope. 
We suggest that this swell is a slump and the corresponding 
upslope reentrant is a slump scar. 
In contrast to the irregular topography of the upper slope, 
the lower slope shows some trench-parallel lineaments but is 
relatively smooth. However, the tectonic front exhibits small- 
scale irregularities as well as a narrow band of closed 
morphologic highs and lows that may indicate slump debris. 
In addition to this irregular morphology, the seismic image of 
the tectonic front, as indicated by multichannel seismic re- 
flection profile 102 of Fish ef al., [this issue], reveals that the 
tectonic front may be buried beneath slumps. 
DEFORMATION AND T m c  ERGSION OF ARC SLOPE RoacS 
IN m COLUSON ZONE 
The morphology of the accretionary complex provides 
qualitative information about the overall deformation of the 
accretionary complex. In this section, wediscuss the mechanics 
of deformation of the accretionary complex that results from 
the collision between the NDR and the New Hebrides island 
arc. 
Sea Beam and seismic reflection data collected over the 
three parts of this collision zone show evidence for shortening, 
uplift, and collapse, the three stages of deformation that are 
introduced in a conceptual model (F-igure 4). However, the 
mechanics of deformationof theaccretidna y complex is greatly 
complicated by the three-dimensional aspect of the collision 
zone. For example, the simplified model (Figure 4) accounts 
for neither trench-parallel structures nor fÒr-extrusion of arc 
slope rocks toward the trench. 
In the following parts of this section we discuss the oc- 
currence of trench-parallel structures; the thickening of the 

















Fig. 15. Migrated and interpreted sections for multichannel seismic line VU105. Shaded area indicates the 
subducting northern flank of the N D R .  Overlapping horizons with seaward dips suggest that slumps constitute 
at least 50% of the thickness of the accretionary complex. Location is shown in Figure 3. 
oblique to the arc slope; the extrusion, uplift, and tectonic 
erosion of arc slope rocks; and the extent of the area involved 
in the collision zone. 
Trench-parallel structures classically develop in accretionary 
wedges along convergent margins. In the NDR-New Hebrides 
arc collision zone, trench-parallel structures should be well 
developed in the lower accretionary complex because normal 
trench convergence is faster than along-trench motion of the 
NDR. Sea Beam morphology and seismic data, however, 
suggest that trench-parallel structures are poorly developed in 
all three parts of the collision zone. A few morphologic lin- 
eaments parallel the tectonic front near the toe of the accre- 
tionary complex (Figure 12). These lineaments may either 
mark downslope boundaries of slump masses or the surface 
traces of thrust faults. Multichannel seismic reflection line 104 
[Fisk et al., 19861 cuts trough the arc slope in the central part 
of the collision zone and does not show clear evidence for 
thrust faults in the accreted rocks. These faults may not be 
imaged clearly on seismic section 104 because strain due to 
collision may not concentrate along thrust fault planes but 
instead may penetrate throughout the fractured arc slope 
rocks. Therefore, the apparently poor development of trench- 
parallel structures maybe related to the processes of collision. 
Indentafion and Thickening 
LaIkmndandLe Pichon 119871 used theconcept of thecritical 
taper of accretionary wedges [Daoiset al., 19831 to propose that 
whenaseamountbegins tosubduct,thedipofthedecol:lement 
increases adjacent to the trench so that in most cases the arc 
slope becomes undercritical and shortens. Shortening and 
._ 
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slope failure lead to formation of an indentation in the lower 
arc slope and thickening of the wedge along thrust faults. 
Slope indentations in forearc areas are commonlyreported 
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Fig. 16. Single-channel seismic section 1123 &id correspond- 
ing line drawing across the northem flank of the Wousi Bank. 
1986; Pontoise et al., 1986; Kobayashi et al., 1987; Le Pichon et al., 
1987; Collot and Fish, 19891, and thickening of the accretion- 
ary wedge along thrust faults was reported from the collision 
zoneof theDaiichiKashimaseamount with thelowerslopeoff 
Japan LLakmnd et d., 19891. In contrast to the above observa- 
tions, noindentationin thearc slope is evident landward of the 
NDR, and as mentioned earlier in this report, multichannel 
seismic reflection data do not show clear evidence for east 
dipping thrust faults in theaccreted rocks of the central part of 
the col1isionzone.Theabsenceof an indentation suggests that 
the ridge has already passed the early stage of collision de- 
scribed by Lallemand and Le Pichon, [19871. 
Thickening of the accretionary complex is more readily 
evident in the northern part of the collision zone than in the 
central part. In this northern part, the south to southeast 
dipping thrust and steep reverse faults indicate that the lower 
accretionary complex shortens in a N-S direction. Inasmuch as 
the N D R  slowly creeps northward beneath the accretionary 
complex, the dip of the decollement must increase from nearly 
flat above the subducted West Santo Basin to 13" above the 
north flank of the ridge (Figure 4). Consequently, because of 
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Fig. 17. S ingle-chad  seismic section 1125.ánd correspond- 
ing line drawing across the southern part of thecollision'zone. 
This section shiws slump blocks bounded by normal faults This section shows possible normal faults generated by the 
that mergealonganextensionaldetachment.Locationis shown collapse of the accretionary complex after the ridge passage. 
in Figure 3. Location is shown in Figure 3. 
I' 
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the oversteepeningof the base of the wedge [Lallemand and Le 
Pichon, 19871, the lower accretionary complex of the northern 
part of thecollisionzonebecomesundercritical and must grow 
by internal thrusting to maintain a critical taper. 
Lateral Extrusion of Arc Slope Rocks. 
As the ridge starts to collide, lateral extrusion of arc slope 
rocks results frÖ*%i impingement of the NDR against the arc 
slope. p i s  typeof lateral deformation has been described for 
large-scalecontinehal collisionby Tnppo~nierandMolnar 119761. 
In one conceptual model of an arc-ridge collision zone, the 
extrusion reduces the amount of uplift and takes place along 
curvilinear strikeslip faults that are oblique to the arc slope 
and cause slope rocks to bulge toward the trench on both sides 
oftheridge[CoZlof e¿d.,1985].In thecollisionzonebetween th,e 
NDRand theNew Hebridesisland arc, theconjugate structural 
pattern, defined by tectonic lineaments that trend N53" to 
N60"W in the northern part of the collision zone and by other 
lineaments trending N46"E to N60"E in the southern part 
(Figure12), may haveresulted from impingement of the ridge 
against the arc. Seaward bulges of acaeted rocks such.as the 
lobes in the northem part of the collision zone could also have 
resulted from lateral deformation caused by ridge impinge- 
ment against the arc. However, both the lobes and the N60"W 
trending lineaments are more readily evident in the northern 
part of the collision zone than they are in the southem part, 
where large east trending normal faults predominate. This 
structural contrast suggests that lateral deformation of the 
accretionary complex is mainly accomplished by the north- 
ward component of the ridge motion. 
Detailed bathymetric data can be interpreted in agreement 
with seismological studies [Isacks et d., 19811 that the north- 
ward component of the ridge motion is small (2.5 cm/yr). In 
the corner formed by the north flank of the ridge and the 
tectonic front, accreted rocks are displaced arcward along the 
suggested N60"W trending fault that separates the northern 
and central parts of the collision zone. If the ridge subducts 
nearly parallel to the trench, the accretionary complex would 
have been extruded seaward along the north flank of the ridge 
and filled this comer.Theabsence of such corner fill as well as 
the suggested displacement of acaeted material along the 
N60"W trending strike-slip fault are consistent with the infer- 
ence of a small obliquity to the arc-ridge convergence. 
Accreted rocks near the north flank ofthe ridge are deformed 
by transpression, and trenchward extrusion occurs farther 
north in the northem part of the collision zone. The concept of 
rock extrusion is supported by the protrusion of the lobes 
across the trench along N60"W trending strike-slip faults. 
However, the motion along the strikeslip fault that separates 
the central and southern lobes may not be purely strike-slip 
but transpressive, as indicated by the close correspondence in 
location between southdippingreverse faults and theinferred 
left-lateral strike-slip fault (Figure 12). We believe that close to 
the north flank of the ridge, deformation of the accretionary 
northward creepingridgelwhich makes room for itselfbeneath 
the accretionary complex. These slumps come to rest on the 
lower arc slope and contribute to the growth and the protru- 
sion of the lobes across the trench. 
The horizontal offset between the central and southern 
lobes may reflect a change in the basal friction below these 
lobes. This offset correlates in location with the abrupt 
morphologic and lithologic change between the presumably 
water-rich turbidites of the West Santo Basin and the dcbris 
wedgeofthelower slopeoftheNDR. Weinfer that thischange 
in morphology and lithology of the subducting rocks decreases 
thebasal frictionbeneaththecentralloberelative to the friction 
below the southern lobe. This decrease facilitates scaward 
extrusion of arc rocks. Conversely, the inferred relative in- 
crease in basal friction below the southern lobe could facilitate 
transportation of accreted rocks arcward across the ridge. 
Uplift, Tectonic Erosion, and Mass Wmfing 
Uplift and tectonic erosion of a?c slope rocks occur in all 
three parts of the collision zone but predominate in the central 
and southern parts. In the northern part of the collision zone, 
uplift of the upper slope is inferred from rock stratification. 
Seismic line 105 (Figure 15) that trends across the uppcr slope 
shows sevcral shallowrock bodies with divergent overlapping 
reflectors that dip consistently trenchward. This stratification 
suggests that slope material slid downslope, stabilized, and 
then was remobilized. Repeated mobilization of accreted rocks 
occurs as the NDR migrates northward and uplifts the accre- 
tionary complex. 
In the central part of the collision zone, geophysical data 
reveal that the Wousi Bank has been greatly uplifted and that 
cxtensional tectonics predominates over compressive tecton- 
ics. The Wousi Bank is bounded on its northern and southern 
sides by steep scarps and normal faults whose curnulative 
separation indicates that rocks of the Wousi Bank have bcen 
uplifted by about 1500-2500 m relative to arc slope rocks in the 
northern part of the collision zone. 
The sea bottom over the northwestern flank of the Woiusi 
Bank slopes southward across a series of slump blocks that 
failed along an extensional detachment (Figure 16).This struc- 
ture indicates that in the central part of the collision zone, the 
accretionary complex has an overcritical topography, as in- 
dicated in Figure 4. Therefore, we believe that rocks of the arc 
slope in the central part of the collision zone accommodate the 
ridge subduction mainly by uplift and by tectonic erosion that 
involves local collapse. This tectonic erosion helps to remove 
shallow weak rocks from the accretionary complex and hence 
may expose strong rocks from deeper levels in the wedge. 
In the southern part of the collision zone, the structure of 
thearc slope is mostly controlled by gravity tectonics as shown 
by features interpreted to be large normal faults (Figure 17) 
and slumps. We believe that because large normal faults trend 
parallel to the NDR, the collapse of the arc slope is duc to the 
loss of support as the N D R  withdraws northward (Figure 41, complex is mainly accomplished through transprcssion. 
Factors other than the obliquity of subduction of the NDR, and the volume once occupied by the ridge must be filed by 
such as mass wasting and variation of shear stress along the arc slope rocks. 
decollement, may affect the deformation and displacement of Large-scale mass wasting may have prolduced 
arc slope rocks in the northern part of the collision zone. overpressures in the subducting sediment ofthe southem part 
Numerous topographic features across the lower accretionary of the collision zone. Abrupt loading of oceanic sediment of the 
wedge attest to mass wasting. We believe that slumps are CDB by slump masses could increase pore pressure within 
triggered from the midslope that is oversteepened by the these sediments. This overpressure may account for a possible 
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mud volcano near the toe of the slope in the CDB (Figure 10). the collision zone, important mass wasting and large collapse 
Sea Beam and seismic reflection data indicate that in this develop along east trending faults. This accommodation OC- 
collision zone, mass wasting debris rests on the arc slope and CUTS in a complex three-dimensional environment and de- 
part of it is transported to the trench where it is subducted.The pends on various parameters such as the relative variation of 
approximate volume of accreted rocks displaced by the sub- shear stress along the decollement and the strength of accreted 
ducting ridge is about 2300 km3. Part of these displaced rocks rocks. 
reside as slumps on the arc slope, as indicated by multichannel Gravity tectonics and mass wasting areimportant processes 
seismic lines 102 and 105 [Fisher et al., this issue]. However, that shape thearcslopeinacollisionzone.Severa1mechanisms 
some of the displaced rocks are transported to the trench as that contribute to a vigorous erosion of the arc slope were 
indicated by canyons on thearcslope, scarps along the tectonic identified along this collision zone. Repeated mobilization of 
front, and the fan morphology in the north and southeast accreted rocks that form overlapping slides appears to be 
comers of the WSB (Rate 1). Furthermore, seismic reflection typical of mass wasting across the gentle arc slope north of the 
profiles102and 105showthat thedecollement liesontopof the ridge;blocksliding along anextensionaldetachment that dips 
basin fill; therefore, within the resolution of the seismic data, throughaccreted rocksisbelieved tobeevidence fordenudation 
no tectonic accretion of trench fill sediment occurs now. Con- of the accretionary complexabove the ridge;and largenormal 
sequently, we believe that most mass wasting deposits trans- faults accompanied by numerous slump masses are shown to 
ported to the trench are subducted. be characteristic of the tectonic erosion produced by relaxation 
of thearcslopein the wakeoftheridge.Theareaof thecollision 
Time Required for Shallow Deformation to Heul zone that is affected by tectonic erosion and mass wasting is 
about twice as large as the width of the ridge and the time 
Geophysical data collected in the collision zone between required to heal the morphologic disturbances caused by the 
the NDR and the New Hebrides island arc indicate both the ridge subduction is of the order of 0.8 m.y. 
area of the arc slope involved in the collision and the time 
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